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Prince Rupert’s Drops: An analysis of fragmentation by thermal
stresses and quench granulation of glass and bubbly glass
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When volcanic eruptions involve interaction with external water (hydrovolcanism), the
result is an ash-rich and energetic volcanic plume, as illustrated dramatically by the
January 2022 Tonga eruption. The origin of the high explosive energy of these events
remains an important question. We investigate this question by studying Prince
Rupert’s Drops (PRDs)—tadpole-shaped glass beads formed by dripping molten glass
into water—which have long fascinated materials scientists because the great strength
of the head contrasts with the explosivity of the metastable interior when the tail is bro-
ken. We show that the fragment size distribution (FSD) produced by explosive frag-
mentation changes systematically with PRD fragmentation in air, water, and syrup.
Most FSDs are fractal over much of the size range, scaling that can be explained by the
repeated fracture bifurcation observed in three-dimensional images from microcom-
puted tomography. The shapes of constituent fragments are determined by their posi-
tion within the original PRD, with platey fragments formed from the outer
(compressive) shell and blocky fragments formed by fractures perpendicular to interior
voids. When molten drops fail to form PRDs, the glass disintegrates by quench granula-
tion, a process that produces fractal FSDs but with a larger median size than explosively
generated fragments. Critically, adding bubbles to the molten glass prevents PRD for-
mation and promotes quench granulation, suggesting that granulation is modulated by
heterogeneous stress fields formed around the bubbles during sudden cooling and con-
traction. Together, these observations provide insight into glass fragmentation and
potentially, processes operating during hydrovolcanism.

glass j fragmentation j Prince Rupert's Drops

Honour is like that glassy bubble
That finds philosophers such trouble.
Whose least part crack’d, the whole does fly,
And wits are crack’d, to find out why —Samuel Butler (Hudibras, Part II,
Canto II, lines 385–389, 1664)

Prince Rupert’s Drops (PRDs), also known as Batavian tears because of their early pro-
duction in Holland, are known for their unusual fracture properties; the head is very
strong, but the entire drop will shatter explosively if the tail is broken. These properties
are caused by internal residual stresses—a strong compressive outer layer surrounding
an interior under tension—produced during rapid quenching of molten glass droplets
in water. PRDs have been of interest to natural philosophers and materials scientists
for centuries because of their strength (1–3). For example, glass created with a strong
outer compressive layer has been used to construct lead shot (4) and toughen glass for
automobile windshields or more recently, transparent armor (5). Our interest in PRDs
comes from the perspective of physical volcanology and long-standing questions about
the behavior of magma when it interacts with external water. Magma–water interaction
has been modeled using concepts of molten fuel coolant interaction from the nuclear
industry (6–11). Recent studies have further suggested that magma–water interaction
in many hydrovolcanic volcanic eruptions may involve mixing with a water–sediment
slurry instead of pure water (12–15) and that thermal contraction and quench granula-
tion may play an important role in generating the fine-scale fragmentation that is a
common result of magma–water interaction (16–20). Neglected by most volcanological
studies, however, are details of fracture initiation and propagation or importantly, the
role of bubbles in enhancing quench granulation despite evidence that, in many hydro-
volcanic eruptions, the magma was highly vesicular (bubbly) when it encountered
external water (15, 19).
Here, we use this volcanological perspective to explore environmental controls

on fragmentation, fracture propagation, and the resulting fragment populations created
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by both explosive fragmentation and quench granulation of
bubble-bearing and bubble-free molten glass. We use PRDs to
study these processes because they provide a manageable way to
study glass fragmentation; we do not suggest that PRDs form
during volcanic eruptions. In this study, we focus particularly
on the size and shape characteristics of the fragments produced,
attributes that are commonly used to characterize volcanic ash
fragments. We measure fragment size and shape distributions
by sieving and analysis of microcomputed tomography (μCT)
images. We conclude that the fragment size distribution (FSD)
created by explosive fragmentation depends on the medium in
which a PRD is broken in addition to physical characteristics
of the drop (size, shape, and internal voids), that individual
fragment shapes vary with location within the drop, and that
quench granulation (melt disintegration without PRD forma-
tion) creates power law FSDs and is the sole response of an
interaction between water and bubbly molten glass. The latter
observation supports inferences from volcanological studies on
the potential importance of bubbles in promoting highly explo-
sive magma–water interaction.

PRDs: Background

The history and early scientific theories of PRDs are reviewed
in ref. 1; their place in court entertainment and in the history
of natural philosophy are described in refs. 2 and 3. These glass
beads were first documented in Mecklenburg, Germany, some-
time before 1625, although the method of strengthening glass
by rapid quenching may have been known since Roman times.
Prince Rupert of Bavaria, who introduced them to the court of
King Charles II in 1660, sought an explanation for their forma-
tion from Gresham College (later the Royal Society).
The most comprehensive early study of PRDs was by

Hooke, who presented detailed observations of their fracture
properties in his Micrographia (1665; https://royalsociety.org/
collections/digital-resources/). Hooke employed a range of
experimental techniques to develop conjectures about PRDs,
including grinding to determine the thickness of the strong
outer layer, encasing a drop to retain the broken pieces for
study, and determining changes in the physical properties of
liquids during heating and cooling. From this work, he cor-
rectly asserted that hot fluids are more expanded than cooler
fluids, that fluids contract on cooling, that quenching creates a
force on the outer glass layer that provides the energy for rapid
fragmentation when released, and that annealing prevents
explosive fragmentation. Hooke was incorrect, however, in
inferring that the outer surface was in tension (it is in compres-
sion). Hooke also described surface fractures in the form of par-
tial circumferential ring cracks, which he hypothesized to be
conical cracks with apexes orientated toward the tail of the
drop and caused by the release of internal tension (Fig. 1).
PRD research in the nineteenth century added descriptions of
internal voids, confirmed their origin by contraction, and dem-
onstrated that they were under vacuum (21).
It is the unusual strength properties of PRDs that make

them so intriguing; the head of the drop can withstand a force
of 15 kN (22), yet the tail, broken with simple finger pressure
applied over the small cross-sectional area of the tail, causes the
entire drop to disintegrate explosively to a fine powder. The
accepted explanation for these properties is that the exterior
is in a state of compression, while the interior is in tension
(22, 23). Glass contracts on cooling at a speed dependent on
the cooling rate and by an amount determined by the specific
properties of the silicate melt. Quenching in water produces

differential cooling rates through the thickness of a drop, such
that rapid chilling of the exterior forms a solid outer shell while
the core remains molten. Subsequent cooling of the interior
causes the core to contract, producing the observed residual
stress field. Soda lime glass, in particular, has optimal properties
for PRD formation because of its relatively low melting temper-
ature and high coefficient of thermal expansion (22).

The high compressive stresses in the exterior shell, together
with the hemispherical morphology, explain PRD strength.
Breaking the PRD tail exposes the tensile core and initiates a
fracture wave [or failure wave (5)] that propagates rapidly
toward the head of the drop from the point of failure. High-
speed photography (22, 24–26) shows that the fracture wave
velocity in soda lime glass is 1,700 ± 100 ms�1. The velocity
in lead oxide glass is significantly slower (1,300 ± 100 ms�1)
and illustrates the influence of glass structure on the dynamics
of fracture propagation. The fracture wave itself is self-
sustaining, driven by the release of potential energy stored
within the glass atomic structure. The wave propagation veloc-
ity is constant and independent of distance from the point of
failure (27). Although voids distort the local stress field, they
do not affect the fragmentation speed. Individual fragments
are dispersed outward only after the fracture wave has passed
completely through the drop (22).

Individual fractures appear to propagate by means of bifurcat-
ing cracks (24). Unclear is whether the velocity of the fracture
wave is limited by the terminal velocity of individual fractures
(22) or whether self-propagating fracture fronts move at charac-
teristic velocities that exceed normal maximum crack speed (5).
Observations of impact-generated cracks in thermally tempered
glass suggest that both the speed and the style of fracture propa-
gation in PRDs change as the front passes from the tensional into
the compressional regime at the drop head. Specifically, crack
propagation slows dramatically (from ∼1,500 m/s to 200 to
300 m/s) on entering the compressive surface layers (28); crack
bifurcation also ceases at this point (22).

The exact mechanism responsible for crack propagation in
PRDs (29, 30) and more generally, in glass fracture (31)
remains an active topic of research. A theoretical foundation is
supplied by Griffith crack theory and the broader field of frac-
ture mechanics (32, 33). Energy for creating new surface area is
acquired from the internal elastic energy of the surrounding

Fig. 1. From Hooke’s (1665) Micrographia. Note the internal bubbles in the
small drop in Left as well as the conical cracks revealed in the cross-section
(Fig. Y) and the intersection of these cracks with the PRD surface to form
circumferential fractures (Fig. X). Reproduced with permission from the
Royal Society.
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medium, but only if 1) the stress field around the crack is ten-
sile and 2) the product of the stress and the square root of the
crack diameter exceeds a material-dependent critical parameter.
As a result, microcracks in the outer (compressive) PRD surface
cannot grow until that stress is released. Patterns of crack prop-
agation also control the shape of individual fragmented par-
ticles. Ordinary tempered glass breaks into cubes. Fragments
formed by PRDs, in contrast, typically form platelets (5, 34),
although some are needle like and many have surface striations
(22). The origin of these particle forms has not been deter-
mined explicitly. Indeed, it has been suggested that “the next
step to answer this puzzle would be to investigate drops,
exploded within some sort of confining matrix to permit statisti-
cal analysis of fragments drawn separately from areas of tension
and compression” (35).

PRD Formation and Internal Stresses

PRDs form when molten glass is dripped into cold water. We
made both small PRDs (∼1 g; from soda lime glass) and large
PRDs (∼20 g; from lead oxide glass) (Materials and Methods).
Importantly, not all attempts to make PRDs are successful as
some pours disintegrate when the molten glass hits the water;
we refer to this as quench (thermal) granulation. Fragments
produced by quench granulation provide reference particles for
nonexplosive fragmentation (that is, fragmentation not driven
by excess internal stress). We also experimented with molten
glass to which bubbles were added. Importantly, we could not
make PRDs from the bubbly melt, which always experienced
quench granulation. Disintegration is also immediate when
PRDs are dropped into liquid nitrogen (22). Together, these
observations suggest that there are optimal cooling rates and
melt properties for PRD formation.
Intact PRDs vary in overall morphology from drops that are

straight with straight tails to those that are curved with curly
tails (Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Fig. S1). The morphology is con-
trolled by the specific conditions of quenching as the molten
glass is dripped into the water. The degree of curvature of the
tail, for example, is determined by the way in which the drop
enters the water (4). If the stream of melt enters the water at an
oblique angle, quenching will be faster on the underside, which
deforms the drop. More generally, the speed and temperature
of water motion relative to the outer surface of the drop control
both quench conditions and the spatial distribution of the cool-
ing rate, hence the geometry and magnitude of stored stresses.
Cooling-driven contraction of the core forms interior voids,
which disappear when PRDs of soda lime glass are annealed at
700 °C (23). Such voids are common in volcanic samples where
small amounts of melt trapped within crystals (melt inclusions)
contract during rapid (eruption-related) cooling, where they are
referred to as “shrinkage bubbles” (36); importantly, they act to
relieve stresses caused by contraction of the melt across the glass
transition.
We found only rare cases of void-free small PRDs (Fig. 2 B

and C) and no void-free large PRDs. Internal voids in small
PRDs are near spherical in the head and spherical to elongated
in the tail (Fig. 2 A and D–F). PRDs with straight tails contain
at most one or two large voids within the head region, while
those with curved tails often show a train of smaller voids
extending from the center of the head down the tail (Fig. 2A).
These void trains are not arranged axisymmetrically but instead,
are displaced toward the outer surface of the curvature of the
tail, consistent with rapid cooling of the underside of curved
drops, which leaves the void train to mark the last volume to

cool and cross the glass transition. Large PRDs contain a range
of void sizes and shapes from a single void running through the
head to voids distributed throughout the head and tail.

The internal distribution of stresses can be visualized using
crossed polarizers (Fig. 2 C–F). A small void-free PRD has a
symmetrical stress distribution (Fig. 2C). Single or multiple
voids in the head and tail distort the local stress field, with
larger voids causing more severe distortion (Fig. 2D) and multi-
ple voids creating complex stress fields (Fig. 2 E and F). It has
been suggested that the number of voids increases with the glass
expansion coefficient (4) and that in soda lime glass specifically,
shrinkage bubbles (voids) comprise 1 to 2 vol % of the PRD
(34). In our experience, however, both the number and volume
of voids vary in PRDs of the same composition. Moreover,
although controls on the specific location, size, and number of
individual voids are not well understood, it seems likely that
their distribution is determined by specific patterns of cooling.
Finally, the absence of void space may record cooling rates at
the margin of those required to form PRDs.

The magnitudes of internal stresses have been quantified.
An early study of soda lime glass PRDs (∼6-mm-diameter
head) measured surface compressive and axial tensional stresses
≤170 MPa and a tensile zone encompassing 70% of the head
(4, 22). A more recent study of slightly larger (head diameter
≤7.8 mm) soda lime glass PRDs analyzed polarized images
to determine compressive stresses of ∼525 MPa (head) and
700 MPa (tail), with tensile stresses in the interior of 300 to
400 MPa (23) (Fig. 3). The same study shows the thickness of

Fig. 2. Microscope images of small PRDs. A and B are binocular images of
bubble-bearing (A) and bubble-free (B) PRDs. C–F are cross-polarized
images of small PRDs obtained by photographing through polaroid sheets.
(C) Polarization interference colors in a PRD that lacks an internal void.
(D–F) Distortion of the stress field (shown as distortion of the polarization
fringes) caused by (D) a single bubble in the head, (E) multiple bubbles in
the head, and (F) multiple bubbles in the tail.
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the surface compressive layer to be 0.5 to 0.85 mm (gray shaded
areas in Fig. 3), which is similar to earlier estimates where
the thickness was measured by progressive etching with acid (4).
Fig. 3 also shows the asymmetry of tensile stresses in the PRD
head caused by the asymmetric location of the internal void.

Effect of the Confining Medium on PRD
Fragmentation

As known for centuries, PRDs fragment explosively when the
compressive surface layer is disrupted by breaking the tail. The
velocity of the fracture wave is independent of both the confining
medium (i.e., air, water, or glycerol) that surrounds the ambient
temperature PRD when broken and the drop head diameter [val-
idated for drops of 6- to 8-mm maximum head diameter (27)].
Less is known about the effect of the confining medium on pat-
terns of fragmentation, except that a high-viscosity medium
reduces dispersion of individual fragments (22).
To examine the role of the confining medium on fragmenta-

tion behavior, we broke both small and large PRDs either
encased in solid epoxy or immersed in Newtonian fluids of dif-
ferent viscosity: air (∼10�5 Pa s), water (∼10�3 Pa s), golden
syrup (∼100 Pa s), and hair gel (non-Newtonian, used for μCT
experiments) (SI Appendix, Table S1). All PRDs were initially
formed by quenching in water. Fig. 4A shows FSDs for four to
five individual large PRDs broken in each of the three Newto-
nian fluids. The median grain size increases from ∼1 mm for
fragmentation in air to ∼2 mm for fragmentation in syrup.
The same is true of the small PRDs, although the FSDs are dis-
placed to smaller sizes (Fig. 4B). FSDs determined by analysis
of μCT reconstructions of a small PRD fragmented in hair gel
are shown for comparison in Fig. 4B. Importantly, the μCT
reconstructions allow us to analyze the distribution of individ-
ual fragment volumes; to compare these data with sieve meas-
urements, we convert mass to volume using the known glass
density (2.5 g/cm3) and assign individual fragments to size clas-
ses for both cubic (L3) and platey (L × L × L/5) shapes, where
L refers to the length in one dimension. Overall, the μCT
experiments produce size distributions that are similar to, or
finer grained than, PRD fragmentation in air, assuming that

nonisotropic fragment shapes move the distribution to larger
effective sizes.

The variation in FSD with confining medium demonstrates
that internal stresses are not the only control on PRD fragmen-
tation. Instead, our observations suggest that the crack propaga-
tion responsible for creating individual fragments is modulated
by the ability of cracks to separate (expand) as they form. Evi-
dence of crack expansion prior to drop disintegration is pro-
vided by examination of μCT cross-sections of epoxy-encased
PRDs (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). Here, fractures do not traverse
the outermost compressive shell, demonstrating that the glass
drop as a whole did not reach the point of disintegration.
Nonetheless, the gaps opened by fractures comprise 3 to 5% of
the cross-sectional area, evidence that crack formation requires
expansion to accommodate displacement of individual frag-
ments (37). In the epoxy-encased μCT experiments, this vol-
ume increase must have been accommodated by expansion of
the epoxy and/or by fragment displacement into the internal
voids. Indeed, a void-free epoxy-encased PRD failed to frag-
ment, perhaps because it lacked internal accommodation space.

Recent PRD studies (29, 34, 38) have investigated the frac-
ture properties of PRDs by measuring FSDs. These studies
have reached different conclusions, however, with FSDs
reported as either fractal (29) or exponential (34, 38); no
attempt has been made to relate patterns of fracture to the char-
acteristics of the resulting fragments or the presence of interior
voids, and all prior work assumes that fracture patterns are
determined entirely by the retained internal stresses. We test
both fractal (power law) and exponential models using data
from large PRDs fragmented explosively (13 samples, ∼20 g
each). By measuring the FSD of individual PRDs broken in the
same medium, we evaluate the variability in FSD caused by dif-
ferent PRD shapes and void distribution. By comparing FSDs
from PRDs explosively fragmented in different media, we
examine the possible effect of the fragmentation environment
on the fragmentation process.

We first follow ref. 29 in using a mass-based assessment of
fractal dimension (Dm) appropriate for sieve-based measure-
ments:

d logM ðLÞ
d logðLÞ ¼ 3� Dm, [1]

where M(L) is the cumulative mass distribution (M < L). We
find that most FSDs produced by explosive fragmentation have
logL vs. logM < L relations that can be fit by a power law for
fragments with L ≤ 2 mm and that account for a mass fraction
of >0.6 (Fig. 5 A and B). Data for individual PRDs span a Dm

range from �0.09 to 1.95, which encompasses the Dm values
of 1.06 ± 0.09 reported by ref. 29 for the combined fragments
of ∼50 lead crystal PRDs broken in air and approaches Dm ≥ 2
typical of brittle materials (39). As anticipated from the cumu-
lative plots shown in Fig. 4 A and B, log–log plots of mass frac-
tion and particle size also vary with surrounding medium. Of
the individual groups, PRDs fragmented in air have the highest
average Dm = 1.59, reflecting the small median fragment size
of this group (Fig. 4C). A single outlier (Dm =1.08) has a large
void between the head and tail (SI Appendix, Fig. S1) that may
have limited fracture propagation into the head; this would
explain both the large maximum fragment size (>8 mm) and
the poor fit to the power law plot. PRDs fragmented in syrup
show both pronounced curvature (poor power law fits) and low
Dm values (Dm = �0.09 to 0.38). PRDs fragmented in water
have the smallest Dm range (Dm = 1.31 to 1.45) and the best

Fig. 3. Axial stresses within a PRD illustrate the large compressive stresses
(negative) along the outer surface of the drop and large tensile stresses
(positive) in the drop interior. Gray shaded areas show the thickness of
compressive layers. Adapted from ref. 23.
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Fig. 4. PRD FSDs. (A) Large (∼20-g) PRDs. Colors denote the mediums of fragmentation (air, water, syrup) for explosively fragmented particles; each line
represents a single fragmented particle. FSDs created by quench granulation of both pure (orange) and bubbly (red) melt are combined fragments for
quench granulation experiments. (B) FSDs for small (∼1-g) PRDs (same color scheme as used for large PRDs) and measurements from the μCT hair gel exper-
iment, where fragment volume measurements (V) are converted to effective sieve size (L) assuming either cubes (L = V1/3) or plates [L = (5 × V)1/3]. (C and D)
Fractal analysis of glass fragments separated into two groups—(C) PRDs explosively broken in air or syrup and (D) PRDs explosively broken in water and
fragments produced by quench granulation of bubbly and bubble-free samples. (E) FSDs based on number density distributions of samples explosively frag-
mented in air and syrup. The curve fit for the most linear syrup FSD yields a slope used to calculate dominant size LD. (F) FSDs for μCT data plotted as both
an exponential distribution and histogram to illustrate bimodality.
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fits (are closest to linear on a log–log plot) (Fig. 4D). Excellent
power law fits are also found for the products of quench granu-
lation, both bubble bearing and bubble free. Analysis of indi-
vidual fragment volumes (Dv) measured from μCT images
(PRD in hair gel) yields a cumulative curve with two offset linear
segments (Dv = 0.05, 0.14) (SI Appendix, Fig. S3).
For FSDs that showed some deviation from power law fits,

we also checked for exponential distributions by calculating
fragment number density distributions n(L), defined as the
number of particles per unit volume (V) per size class (Fig. 4E).
An exponential FSD would form a straight line in a plot of ln
(n) vs. L. For simplicity, we assume that L = V1/3, which does
not account for variable fragment shape or size definitions (40).
Large PRDs fragmented explosively in air yield n(L) vs. L plots
that are concave upward (Fig. 4E). These trends are expected
for power law (fractal) distributions; they also resemble the
two-slope power law trends reported by refs. 34 and 38 for
PRD fragmentation in air but lack the clear break in slope
apparent in their data. It is possible that our data, obtained by
sieving, lack sufficient resolution to identify a discrete slope
break and that the air-fragmented PRDs could be fit by two
exponential curves, although examination of Fig. 5A suggests
that FSDs from individual PRDs can form either an exponen-
tial or power law distribution depending on geometry and
internal voids. PRDs fragmented explosively in syrup, in

contrast, are well fit by an exponential distribution. Data from
μCT analysis of the PRD fragmented in hair gel can be fit with
two offset lines on an exponential plot; when plotted as a histo-
gram, these data show two discrete maxima (Fig. 4F).

What Do FSDs Tell Us about Explosive
Fragmentation of PRDs?

Fractal dimensions measure the change in mass (or volume or
number) of particles as a function of size. A Dm of zero means
that each size class contains the same particle mass; Dm is
greater than zero when the smaller size classes contain more
mass than the larger size classes. Dm thus provides a measure of
fragmentation efficiency. By this metric, explosive fragmenta-
tion is more efficient for PRDs fragmented in air than for
PRDs fragmented in syrup. This is interesting because PRDs of
a similar size and glass composition should have approximately
the same internal stresses (Fig. 3), which means that differences
in fragmentation efficiency reflect not only the internal stresses
but also, the properties of the confining medium.

Fragmentation is controlled by the geometry of fracture propa-
gation. Imaging of fragmentation waves formed during explosive
disintegration of PRDs shows that fracture propagation is sequen-
tial from the tail to the head and involves crack bifurcation
(24, 26), a consequence of the speed of the high-energy release

Fig. 5. Cross-sectional images through μCT reconstructed volumes. (A–C) Epoxy-encased PRDs. (A) Longitudinal section of PRD2 with a single internal
bubble. (B) Longitudinal section of PRD3 with multiple bubbles. (C) Horizontal section of PRD2 (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). (D–F) Gel-encased PRD4. (D) Longitudinal
section. (E) View of the outer surface. (F) Horizontal section. Red arrows indicate the direction of fracture propagation. White arrows highlight the radial per-
pendicular fractures associated with interior bubbles. Yellow arrows show acute branching. Turquoise arrows show oblique branching. Pink arrows show
intersections of fractures with PRD exterior. (G) Rendering of individual fragments within the Carbopol-encased PRD4. Note the abrupt change in shape
from the interior blocky fragments around the interior void and the surrounding platey fragments. Smaller fragments can be seen throughout wherever
fractures intersect. (H) Quantifying fragment shapes using 2D (near-horizontal) cross-sections of μCT scans. Here, we use the axial ratio (short axis/long
axis, where a value of one represents a fully equant form) to measure elongation and solidity (fragment area/area of convex hull, where a value of one
represents a fully convex form, such as a circle) to measure roughness; the color scale shows radial distance of the fragment centroid relative to the drop
center. Note in particular the low axial ratio for particles with large radial distances (the outer platey fragments).
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and resulting speed of fracture propagation (31). In its simplest
form, progressive crack bifurcation might be expected to produce
fragments with a fractal size distribution (41–43) as a result of
hierarchical fracture (38). That some PRD fragmentation studies
produce exponential FSDs, commonly interpreted to reflect a
(memoryless or random) Poisson process, is therefore surprising
and attributed to the internal stress field itself (34, 38). The expo-
nential form of the distribution provides a direct measure of the
dominant size (LD) of the distribution, which is related to slope
(s) as LD = �1/s (44). Our data add another dimension to the
discussion and raise questions about the relation between crack
propagation, branching, the location of interior voids, and the
rate of expansion into the confining medium.

Fracture Patterns Revealed by μCT Imaging

The spatial distribution of fractures can be assessed from μCT
scans of fragmented drops (Fig. 5 A–F). We start by discussing
epoxy-encased PRDs (PRD1 to -3) (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). Lon-
gitudinal sections through μCT scans of PRD2 (single void)
(Fig. 5A) and PRD3 (multiple voids) (Fig. 5B) have near-linear
fractures that extend outward from the tail end toward the
head—that is, in the direction of fracture propagation (red
arrows). These fractures terminate in the outermost glass
because the epoxy prevented outward expansion and complete
disintegration of the PRD. Within the drop, fractures often
bifurcate, as observed in high-speed photography of explosive
PRD fragmentation (4, 22). The longitudinal section of epoxy-
encased PRD3 shows that cracks (as seen in two dimensions)
tend to bifurcate at acute angles close to the outer compressive
layer (Fig. 6B, yellow arrow), while bifurcating cracks in the
PRD interior are more likely to form obtuse angles (Fig. 6B,
turquoise arrow and SI Appendix, Fig. S2). Fractures controlled
by interior voids, in contrast, are perpendicular to the void
margin (white arrows in Fig. 5 A and C).
Gel-encased PRD4 shows similar fracture patterns, although

obtaining a true longitudinal section is complicated by the con-
cave form of the original PRD (Fig. 5 D–F). A striking feature
of Fig. 5D is a longitudinal fracture from the tail that bifurcates

to create a V-shaped “shadow zone” around the voids in the
head (a similar feature can be seen in figure 12 of ref. 34, which
is a PRD fragmented in Carbopol noted by ref. 38 to have the
“typical consistency” of hair gel). Fractures propagate outward
from the tail toward the head and intersect the droplet surface
to form circumferential fractures (Fig. 5E, pink arrows) that
were interpreted by Hooke (1665) to be complete conical frac-
tures (Fig. 1). Interior fractures perpendicular to the central
void create a crazy paving pattern on the basal surface (Fig.
5F). Visual inspection shows no tendency of small particles to
be concentrated in the interior, as hypothesized by ref. 22.
Instead, small particles are found throughout the sample where
multiple fractures intersect (38).

Another important observation is that fragment shapes vary
systematically with their position within the original PRD and
reflect patterns of fracture propagation. The primary direction
of fracture is from the (broken) tail toward the head and out-
ward into the compressive layer. Fragments formed by these
fractures are typically platey, with the smallest dimension a
measure of the spacing between near-parallel fractures (Fig. 5G
and SI Appendix, Fig. S4). Crack bifurcation increases both the
number of individual fractures and the range of fragment
shapes. Additional controls on fragment shape are imparted by
changing stress fields caused by interior voids that create dis-
tinctly blocky fragments, often bordered by part of the void
wall. This creates a stark contrast between the outer platey and
inner blocky fragments, a contrast that we quantify by measur-
ing two-dimensional (2D) particle shapes in horizontal cross-
sections of the 2D scans (Fig. 5H, Dataset S1, and SI Appendix,
Fig. S5). Here, the axial ratio measures the extent of fragment
elongation, solidity measures fragment angularity (45), and
color is scaled to the radial distance of the fragment centroid
from the drop center.

Quench Granulation and the Surprising Effect
of Bubbles

We also measured FSDs for samples that disintegrated during
initial contact with water (80 to 90 g each of bubble-free and

Fig. 6. Summary of PRD size and shape data. (A) Variation in median fragment size as a function of PRD size (small or large) and fragmentation conditions.
Median grain size increases (fragmentation efficiency decreases) with increasing viscosity of the confining medium; hair gel range shows the effect of differ-
ent assumptions of fragment shape. Quench granulation of bubble-free molten glass produces the largest fragments; explosive fragmentation in air produ-
ces the smallest fragments. Larger PRDs produce larger median fragments than small PRDs. Quench granulation of bubbly molten produces fragments with
a limited size range that we hypothesize to be controlled by the interbubble spacing within the melt. (B) Sketch illustrating relation between fragment shape
and location. AR, aspect ratio; Sol, solidity; rad dist, radial distance (colors and shape measurements as plotted in Fig. 5H).
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bubble-bearing melt collected from multiple pours of ∼20 g
each). The comparison of FSDs from explosively fragmented
PRDs and quench-granulated fragments is striking. Granulated
fragments have median sizes that are larger than those of any
explosively fragmented PRDs (Fig. 4A). Fragments formed by
quench granulation of bubble-free molten glass have the largest
median size (5.8 mm), the largest maximum size (>10 mm),
and the smallest mass of particles <250 μm (<1% by mass).
Fragments formed by quench granulation of bubbly molten
glass have a median size of 2.7 mm, between those formed by
quench granulation and explosive fragmentation of PRDs
formed from bubble-free molten glass. The shape of the FSD
also varies, with quench granulation of bubbly molten glass cre-
ating the most restricted size range; explosive PRD fragmenta-
tion in air produces the broadest size distribution.
Quench granulation of bubbly and bubble-free molten glass

provides information on fragmentation by thermal stresses
alone in the absence of stored residual stresses. Both yield FSDs
that fit power laws with Dm ∼ 1.05 (bubble free) to Dm ∼ 1.11
(bubbly), which are similar to those determined by ref. 29 for
explosively generated FSDs from lead crystal PRDs. The rela-
tively large size of fragments produced by quench granulation
of bubble-free melt is consistent with the lack of internal resid-
ual stresses; similar large fragment sizes are produced when
PRDs are annealed or when the outer compressive layer is
etched away by acid (22).
Perhaps more surprising is the effect of adding bubbles to

the melt prior to quenching. Critically, bubble addition pre-
vented PRD formation. In contrast to the voids that form dur-
ing PRD cooling, which help to reduce tensional stresses in the
PRD interior, steam-filled bubbles added to the melt prior to
quenching will effectively increase the coefficient of expansion
(contraction) of the melt–bubble mixture. Because the bubbles
are not uniform in size and spacing, quenching will cause het-
erogeneous stress distributions because of differential contrac-
tion of the steam-filled bubbles and the melt. A corollary is that
the FSD is modulated by the size and spacing of bubbles in the
melt; the limited fragment size range suggests a fairly homoge-
neous bubble population.

Concluding Remarks

PRDs have long fascinated the materials science community
because of their unusual properties, notably the strength of the
head and the explosivity of the metastable interior. Our study
of PRDs provides a different perspective by asking questions
about the fragmentation environment, the relation between
fracture processes and the fragments they produce, and the
properties of the melt (bubble bearing or bubble free). This
work also provides insight into processes that may operate dur-
ing hydrovolcanic eruptions.

What Is the Effect of the Confining Medium on PRD Fragmentation?
First and foremost, we demonstrate that the environment of frag-
mentation affects the FSD, such that fragmentation in air, water,
and syrup creates FSDs with increasingly larger median sizes (Fig.
6A). The observed change in FSD with the properties of the sur-
rounding medium is surprising and demonstrates that fragmenta-
tion is controlled not only by patterns of internal stress but also,
by interactions of the fracture process with the confining
medium. Another example of this phenomenon may be the dif-
ferences in crack branching properties observed when borosilicate
glass plates are fractured in water or dry nitrogen (46). Addition-
ally, our results suggest that volcanic fragmentation caused by the

interaction of magma (silicate melt) with water (8) or a
water–sediment slurry (13) might produce fragments with differ-
ent size populations.

What Do FSDs Tell Us about Explosive Fragmentation of
PRDs? Published studies of PRD FSDs suggest that they fit
either a power law (fractal, hierarchical) or exponential (ran-
dom, Poisson process) distribution. The distinction is impor-
tant for understanding the relation between patterns of fracture
and the fragments that result from complex fracture networks.
Our data suggest that explosive fragmentation of PRDs in air
and water generates FSDs that are fractal over most of the mass
distribution, with fractal dimension 1 < Dm < 2. These Dm

values reflect the dominance of small fragments relative to large
fragments and provide a direct measure of fragmentation effi-
ciency. Fractal size distributions are not surprising for rapidly
propagating and bifurcating cracks, but the change in fractal
dimension with confining medium suggests some degree of
externally imposed control on branching patterns. The variabil-
ity in FSDs among PRDs fragmented in the same medium fur-
ther indicates that the overall particle morphology and the
number, size, and distribution of internal voids reflect (nonrep-
eatable) differences in cooling rate and resulting patterns of
fragmentation throughout an individual drop. FSDs produced
by explosive fragmentation in syrup are better fit by an expo-
nential distribution and differ from the power law distributions
primarily in the low abundance of the smallest fragments,
perhaps reflecting a lower fracture density (thus limiting the
fracture intersections responsible for the smallest particles).
Explosive fragmentation in hair gel produced an FSD with a
small median size and bimodal distribution that could be fit by
two exponential curves. It is difficult to generalize from this
single experiment, but it is remarkable that the median size is
similar to fragmentation in air and smaller than for the more
viscous water and syrup. Hair gel is strongly shear thinning,
but even at high shear rates, the apparent viscosity is more simi-
lar to water than air. It may be that elastic properties of the gel
are important at the low-strain, high–shear rate conditions of
an exploding PRD; the predominantly elastic rheology at low
strains (until the gel network ruptures) extends to higher strains
and stresses with increases in shear rate (47). Another complica-
tion in assessing FSD form is the difficulty in defining size.
Sieving, for example, assigns anisotropic particles to size classes
based on their intermediate diameter, which may differ signifi-
cantly from the commonly assumed equivalency with the diameter
of a volume-equivalent sphere (40).

FSDs could also, in theory, provide a measure of crack
branching length (that is, the distance between bifurcation
points), which has been related to the stored energy in the glass
(33). There are many factors, however, that complicate inter-
pretations of crack branching from FSDs. First, crack length
distributions would require measurements of fragment long-
axis length, while crack spacing may be better approximated by
fragment short-axis length. Second, many fragments form by
merging or crossing fractures (33). Third, we have shown that
the environment of disintegration affects the FSD and by infer-
ence, patterns of fracture formation. Finally, the internal stress
field that affects fracture behavior is heterogeneous and includes
very high compressive stresses near the droplet exterior, high
tensional stresses in the droplet interior, and radially asymmet-
ric stresses caused by the internal void(s) (Fig. 3). Void location
may also alter patterns of fracture propagation, as suggested for
the anomalous air-fragmented FSD that had a void located at
the junction between head and tail (SI Appendix, Fig. S1).
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How Does Crack Propagation Affect Fragment Shape? Frag-
ment shapes vary with location within the drop as a consequence
of large stress changes from tensile in the interior to compressive
in the outermost layer together with heterogeneous stress patterns
around voids (Fig. 3). Changes in the geometry of the stress field
affect crack bifurcation angles; large bifurcation angles in PRD
interiors suggest equibiaxial pressure distributions, while small
bifurcation angles toward the margin suggest uniaxial or torsional
pressure distributions (33). Crack bifurcation angles, in turn, con-
trol the resulting fragment shapes (Fig. 5), such that interior frag-
ments are blocky (bounded by oblique or right-angle fractures)
and exterior fragments are elongate or platey (bounded by high-
angle fractures) (Fig. 6B). Importantly, although patterns of frac-
ture have been extensively studied in the glass industry (32, 33),
less attention has been paid to the fragment shapes resulting from
those fractures. Conversely, volcanologists use particle size and
shape to infer fragmentation processes (48–50) but have not
related shape to fracture processes. The range of shapes produced
from fragmentation of a single PRD, however, suggests caution in
assigning individual shapes to a specific fragmentation mechanism.

Insight into Quench Granulation. Two important results of
our study are that 1) quench granulation produces larger frag-
ments than explosive fragmentation and that 2) during quench
granulation, the presence of bubbles in the molten glass affects
not only the FSD but also, the ability of the melt to form
PRDs at all. Quench granulation can occur if fractures form at
flaws in the margin of the melt drop as it quickly cools and
contracts in contact with water, preventing the formation of a
strong shell of glass that is essential for generating PRDs. Frac-
tures and fragments breaking off the drop margin will expose
water to hotter material in the drop interior, causing fragmenta-
tion to propagate inward. The larger fragment size is therefore
expected for quench granulation because the glass has lower
stored elastic strain energy than a PRD, which has substantial
residual tensile stress from contraction of the interior as it
cooled within a solid shell of glass. In this way, the products of
quench granulation are similar to those of annealed PRDs. The
presence of heterogeneously distributed steam-filled bubbles in
the molten glass likely enhances contraction on cooling and
creates stress heterogeneities that induce failure of the glass near
the water, preventing the formation of a strong outer shell of
bubbly glass. The bubbles and associated stress heterogeneities
in turn cause FSDs to be modulated by the original size and
spacing of bubbles. Finally, the observation that bubble-bearing
molten glass is prone to quench granulation has important
implications for conditions of fragmentation in volcanic erup-
tions where (bubbly) magma interacts with groundwater, sur-
face water, and/or sediment–water slurries (15, 19). Bubbles are
generally not included in magma–water interaction laboratory
experiments (48). Exceptions are the experiments in ref. 51,
where water injected into hot permeable analog magma caused
fragmentation by generation and expansion of steam within the
pore space of the magma. In contrast, our experiments show
that thermal granulation can be induced by heterogeneous
stresses associated with isolated (suspended) bubbles that do
not form connected porous networks.

Materials and Methods

Making PRDs. We made PRDs in two ways. We made small glass drops by
melting the end of a glass rod using a glasswork torch to form a molten bulb
∼10 mm in diameter and then allowing the droplet of molten glass to fall under
gravity into a beaker of water at room temperature. We used soda lime glass

rods (“clear transparent glass” from Bullseye Glass) with SiO2 ∼ 70% and a lin-
ear coefficient of explansion COE = 9.1 × 10�6 K�1; this composition is similar
to that used in the experiments in refs. 22, 34, and 37. The beaker was filled
with ∼500 mL of water, and the base was cushioned by torn cardboard to reduce
the likelihood of drop disintegration on impact. These PRDs were examined photo-
graphically and used for μCT experiments. Drops that remained intact throughout
quenching formed glass beads that weighed <1 g, measured 3 to 8 mm in diam-
eter at the head, and tapered to a thin tail 0.5- to 2-mm thick (SI Appendix, Table
S1). Many drops, however, disintegrated on contact with water, which frothed from
steam generation. Disintegration occurred in a series of energetic fracture pulses
rather than a single explosion; the vibrations of each phase of fracturing could be
felt in the end of the rod to which the drops were still attached.

To construct larger PRDs, we turned to Bristol Blue Glass (https://bristol-glass.
co.uk), which invited us to their studio. They use lead oxide glass (25% PbO, 5%
Na2O, 8% K2O, 62% SiO2; COE = 7.5 to 9 × 10�6 K�1) as used in ref. 26. Intact
glass drops weighed ∼20bg each; we collected the large PRDs or fragments of
drops that broke on contact with water (quench granulation). Bristol Blue Glass
artists created bubbly molten glass by adding a potato to the furnace of molten
glass, which liberates the high moisture content of the potato as steam (https://
bernardkatz.com/potato-in-glass/). Although repeated attempts were made, they
never succeeded in making an intact PRD from bubbly melt. Again, we collected
the fragments formed during disintegration for size measurements and compari-
sons with PRD experiments.

Fragmentation Experiments. To explore controls on PRD fragmentation, we
disintegrated both small and large glass drops by breaking their tails with pliers
while the drops were immersed in air, water, and Tate and Lyle golden syrup
(viscosity = 86 Pa s at 18 °C) (SI Appendix, Table S1). Fragments were then
recovered by sieving; for the experiments in syrup, successive dilution of the
syrup with water ensured recovery of the smallest particles. Postfragmentation
PRD fragment sizes were measured using sieves at whole φ-sizes from �4φ to
4φ (where φ = �log2d, where d is diameter in millimeters), such that �4φ to
4φ = 16 to 0.64 mm (Dataset S1). Fragments produced by drops that disinte-
grated during formation were also sieved, with separate measurements made
for those from pure and those from bubbly molten glass. An additional experi-
ment involved breaking a PRD in hair gel (in essence a Carbopol dispersion neu-
tralized with triethanolamine; made by Unilever). Grain size data for the gel
experiment were determined from μCT images, with the measured volume of
each fragment used to determine the cumulative volume distribution (= mass
distribution because all fragments have the same density). In these measure-
ments, we lack data from some of the tail, which was broken outside of the
confining material. Comparison with sieve data requires the volume of each frag-
ment to be converted to a linear size class. A common approach is to use the
equivalent sphere diameter (34, 38). Inspection of the fragments shows, how-
ever, that they range in shape from blocky to platey, which has implications for
comparison with sieve size data. For this reason, we convert volume to linear
size assuming either cubic or tabular shapes. For the latter, we equate the sieve
size to the intermediate axis (= long axis) of the assumed shape (40).

Imaging. We imaged PRDs in several different ways. They are transparent;
therefore, photographic documentation allowed us to image the sizes, shapes,
and spatial distribution of internal bubbles. A visual representation of the inter-
nal stress field was provided by adding cross-polarizing sheets to the imaging
setup. The polarizers also showed that both glass fragments and void-free (or
void-poor) epoxy-coated PRDs that remained intact after their tails were broken
did not retain visible residual stresses.

To determine the three-dimensional geometry of fracture patterns, including
the relation of fractures to both the outer compressive surface and the interior
voids, we use μCT imaging. We ran four μCT experiments with small PRDs using
a Nikon XTH 225ST laboratory scanner at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
(Harwell) operating at 66 keV and 190 mA and using monochromatic X-rays (SI
Appendix, Table S2). First, we embedded three PRDs in epoxy, two with and one
without an interior void. We later imaged the void-bearing PRD fragmented in
hair gel (in the previous section). In all cases, the tail was exposed so that it
could be broken, leaving the PRD fragments in place for imaging (SI Appendix,
Fig. S6). Each tomographic image is generated by rotating the PRD (embedded
in epoxy or gel) in small steps around a single axis of rotation. We acquired
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3,142 projections over 360° of rotation, each with an exposure time of 500 ms.
To minimize beam-hardening artifacts, we placed a 0.1-mm aluminum filter in
the beam path to attenuate low-energy X-rays. We reconstructed the scan data
using filtered back-projection algorithms with a voxel size of ∼4.8 μm and ana-
lyzed the reconstructed image volumes in Avizo software (https://www.fei.com/
software/amira-avizo/). μCT reconstructed volumes were first smoothed using a
median filter; then, they were thresholded, segmented, and rendered to visual-
ize individual fragments and analyze their volumetric size distribution. To test
for fractal size distributions, we used the measured volume of 1,150 fragments
(a total volume fraction of >0.999) (Dataset S1).

When embedded in epoxy, the void-bearing PRD fractured internally but
maintained a thin intact surface layer of glass (Fig. 5 A–C and SI Appendix,
Fig. S2), while the voidless PRD did not fracture. From this, we concluded that
the epoxy was too strong to allow the expansion necessary for fracture propaga-
tion and fragment displacement. Hair gel, in contrast, allowed complete fracture
and preserved the relative geometry of the fractured pieces while allowing suffi-
cient fragment separation for imaging individual particle sizes and shapes.

The μCT data could also be viewed in two dimensions as successive slices.
Viewing the data in this way allowed analysis of both apparent fracture angles and
apparent shapes. Additionally, 2D shape analysis is widely used in volcanology.

We assessed the angles empirically, as shown in Fig. 5 A–F and SI Appendix, Fig.
S2. We measured fragment shape parameters from binary images, thresholded to
distinguish between glass and epoxy, using ImageJ (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/).
We analyzed three horizontal cross-sections and one vertical cross-section of the
gel-encased PRD (SI Appendix, Fig. S6), although curvature of the PRD made anal-
ysis of the longitudinal section challenging. For this reason, we use data only from
the horizontal sections in the text (Fig. 5H). We define axial ratio as the ratio of the
minor to major axes of the best-fit ellipse and solidity as the ratio of the particle
area to the area of the convex hull; a perfect circle would have a value of one in
both parameters, with decreasing values toward zero indicating increasing shape
irregularity.

Data Availability. All study data are included in the article and/or supporting
information.
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